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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Follow up with that one as I need to explain, and to many people who aren't 
really aware of how it goes in politic stuff, I will try to make this understandable.

As those in the Mediterranean region do know, the Turkish and Russian relations 
are and always were very strained. The jews who on the silent mode have been 
going on attempting to control both their puppets and get them to fight, and also 
created ISIS, have been 'staying silent' lately on such issues and letting these 
fight it over. Their 'terrorist' group is exactly what the jews have created to do all 
the  dirty  work  for  them,  such  as  killings,  assassinations,  and  getting  large 
countries involved in wiping out the Middle Eastern enemies they have. They 
have been doing all of this in the silent.

So an Ambassador in Russia yesterday was shot. BBC and all the mainstream 
media attempted to push his murder as an attack of an actual Turk policeman to 
an actual Russian Ambassador. Which is easily casus belli, or cause for war, in a 
similar  way of  what  the jews did  with  WW1 and killing the  Serbian  Duke by 
assassination. So yesterday the world had a choice to actually begin a full scale, 
WW3. We have however extremely destroyed the enemy media, to the point they 
attack the rest of the 2% of the worlds non-jewish outlets, as "Fake News". It 
doesn't  get  FAKER and more  JEWISH than CNN,  BBC and all  these 'major 
outlets'.

These  people  just  do  jewish  propaganda  and  antipropaganda,  and  mass 
programming- and nothing else. They hate it if other 'goyim' dare to resist this. 
The false media reporting could have created a WW3 yesterday, if they had the 
power they had once upon a time. They reported false flags such as that the 
'terrorist' said things like Fuck Russia and Glory to Turkey and the list goes on 
(Along the lines). They reported frauds again.

Below is the video of this. Now I have a doubt if this is a real thing, but the effects 
of it could have well been real if things escalated differently.

https://www.youtube.com/ ... WCNGCeELM
[Note: Video has been removed from youtube]

Now this to people may sound entirely 'alien' and stupid, especially those living in 
the USA or elsewhere. However, the jews want for their protection to create the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHWCNGCeELM
https://web.archive.org/web/20170724022933/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17652.html#p88685


state of Kurdistan in order to guard their own country borders with a state as a 
shield. This can only be done by breaking down and severing Turkey, which has 
tens  of  millions  of  minorities  that  would gladly  create  such a state.  Because 
Islamic Turkey doesn't have the best relations with Pissrael, especially when it 
comes  to  the  radical  pisslamic  sect.  Which  Erdogan  the  Islamic  terrorist  is 
actually a part of. At least on paper and where normal people are involved, the 
pisslamics hate pissrael.

If Jewcy Putin decided to actually make this in another way. He could carry out a 
full invasion of Turkey or at least drive things to a decisive thing. But the fact is 
the  jews  cannot  go  forward  with  their  agenda  flawlessly  anymore.  Or  by 
controlling events as they once did. So they retracted this. Now they will just try 
to focus on wiping out the ME, which as they hoped would be done with some 
years ago. But still carries on and will carry on further. A reason Jewcy may not 
have started his act is that actually Trump is now in power. And the kikes are 
worried that if they take additional steps towards the Jew World Order they are 
going to be destroyed. They have already revealed themselves for the element 
they are.

One of the greatest Talmudic Rabbis of the poo race-ever, Vilna Gaon, has 200 
years  ago  'prophesized'  about  this  even  of  Russo-Turkish  War.  Which  will 
actually  trigger  a  so-called 'Armageddon'.  These 'prophecies'  are  put  into  the 
Greek and Mediterranean (orthodox) countries, as some sort of "Divine Plan" that 
must be carried. Little do these idiotic xians know that these are jewish plans and 
psyops.  Which the  Gentiles  will  be  fighting  to  create.  OF course,  the animal 
goyim idiots  are  following  suit,  thanks  to  spiritual  ignorance.  However,  thank 
Satan our Rituals have halted this.

What had this top kike prophecy in regards to that? Remember, 'prophecies' in 
the case of jews are nothing but psyop spiritual programming. And workings they 
do to succeed in establishing the JWO. Nothing else.

Rabbi Vilna Gaon, “When you hear that the Russians have captured the city of 
Crimea, you should know that the times of the Messiah have started, that his 
steps are being heard. And when you hear that the Russians have reached the 
city of Constantinople (today’s Istanbul), you should put on your Shabbat clothes 
and don’t take them off, because it means that the Messiah is about to come any 
minute.”

Now granted the Torah works akin to a computer that is programmed, imagine if 
such  event  was  to  happen  with  Hillary  on  power.  That  had  an  'anti-Russian 
stance'. Remember, they are all jews and they are on the same team. However, 
the thing is, what they do, actually affects the world and the masses. Which then 
even if something is wrong it can be materialized anyway by their beliefs. Trump 



winning the election has the kike system pulling its hair off and this is not fake 
panic. They are worried because this worthless shabbos right now was actually 
the plan B of the jews, whom they would want up in case they wanted to just get  
additional years without much 'muh Greater Israel' behavior.

Delaying greater Israel, with Satan's influence spreading, and people massively 
waking up to the jews by the thousands every day is deadly for the enemy. Years 
of  this thing and soon the whole planet  will  know about them. Losing time is 
something the jews do not want in any way in this case. But 'muh wants' don't 
seem to factor in as much anymore.

However  what  remains is  that  more countries  will  get  involved to 'fight'  what 
Pissrael has created. I.e., "Radical Islamic Terrorism". The thing that this 'battle' 
still exists is however an omen that Pissrael really cannot pull through with all its 
decisions.  They  just  wanted  to  decisively  destroy  these  ME  countries  and 
gradually  force  expansion.  But  they  fail.  Requiring  worldwide  help  that  is 
becoming bigger and bigger.

In conjunction to their general fall in the west, and the fruits of the jewish created 
'immigration crisis', plus all the false flags they do, they are being revealed and 
they are digging a large hole for themselves.  And they will  not  stop because 
being jewish that's impossible to them. A time will come where the fact that the 
jews are evil will be as plain as the sun at some point. Which it already is if one 
looks beyond the cloud.

So we have saved the world with the RTR's. Don't disbelieve. We are actually 
making extreme and excellent progress that hasn't been seen in thousands of 
years time, plus.

On another note, the Vatican and the judaism it represents are also collapsing. 
All  White  people  are  coming  to  intensively  hate  xianity,  the  kike  pope,  and 
everything  else.  People  are  also  largely  indifferent  anymore,  especially  the 
younger generations. By the next decade, the power of the church will be on the 
extreme collapse, given science will on its own destroy the church after a point. 
While the jews have tried to pull the 'christian traditions return to the stable of the 
goyim culture we created for you, christianity' card, people aren't swallowing that 
pill. Only the older generations do and that is because of mass brainwashing.

The next RTR schedule will be lasting for at least a month. We will in the month 
change a few things here and there, but we will stay with stable workings to bring 
down the enemy jewrix  on certain  things.  Like we did and we destroyed the 
media. Which we will only continue until nothing remains out of them.



With all of the above, be proud for yourself, and give yourself a pat on the back, 
because we have been altering history for the better.
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